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Company Profile
Apart from the new establishment of Shyam Magnet, Galaxy Magnetics is a dream of Mr. Nikhil Patel.
Mr. Nikhil Patel, son of Mr. Amarshi Patel who established Shyam Magnet in 2004 and inspires his son to
live his own dream.
For his own dream Galaxy Magnetics, 1995 born young and dynamic Mr. Nikhil Patel came-up with many
new product designs, strong structure and quality with futuristic trends to set new milestones with every new
achievement and goal. Working in same industry from the age of 16 and learn from father/ teacher/ mentor like
Mr. Amarshi Patel who has been working in this industry since 1985 is something unbeatable while looking for
quality and trustworthiness.
With all this experience, dedication and creativity, Galaxy Magnetics and Mr. Nikhil Patel brought many
different ranges of product in this industry which were not available earlier. You can check completely new range
of magnetic machines in our product page.
Our Mission is to become best in industry while maintain Quality every client dream of, Honesty every client
looking for, Innovation that make clients work easier with best ompetitive rate in market.
For all this we have 1000 sq. feet manufacturing facility at Rajkot (Gujarat, India), where we provide Design
Services, Laser Cutting, Forming, Welding, In-House Powder Coating, and Assembly with our state-of the-art
equipment and skilled craftsmen.

Our Core Values
Getting Clients trust and satisfaction is only way of becoming successful brand. In Galaxy Magnetics
our team works hard to provide you best magnetics solutions on time with Competitive rates and without
compromising following values.
Perfect Magnetic Solution
Depending on your Need / Problem we are here to provide you perfect magnetic solution, with our 30
years of experience and team of subjective experts.
Highest Quality Standards
Providing best is something what we believe and for us best is maintain highest quality standards
while creating magnetic solution for your need.
Professional team
To maintain hight quality standards, you need team of people who know how to do their work in best
way, team leader who love his work from bottom of his heart and that what we are.
Creative Solutions
There is always something waiting to be found, for more output and best results. That is why our team
of creative professionals manufacture different range of machines every day
Feel free to contact us for any kind of Magnetic Solutions, we at Galaxy Magnetic is happy to help you.

Magnetic Separator

Double Drum Magnetic Separator

Over Band Magnetic Separator

Magnetic Roller Separator

Double Roller Magnetic Separator

Multi Stage Roller Magnetic Separator

Magnetic Destoner

Magnetic Drum Separator

Inline Drum Magnetic Separator

Wet Drum Magnetic Separator

Belt Type Magnetic Separator

Magnetic Sorting

Magnetic Pulley

Magnetic Drum

Suspension Magnet

Magnetic Filter

Hopper Magnet

Magnetic Grill

Magnetic Plate

Magnetic Rod

Magnetic Lifter

Drawer Magnet

Channel Magnet

Lifting Magnet
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Magnetic Floor Sweeper

Rotary Magnet

Vibrating Screen

Circular Vibro Screen

Ball Mill Drum

Vibro Screen
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